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Harnessing of Offshore and Deep Sea Fishery
Resources in the Exclusive Economic Zone
of Sri Lanka
1. Introduction and Back2round
Introduction: Sri Lanka declared her Exclusive Economic Zone in 1977, under Section
56 of the Maritime Zone Law No. 22 of ]976. With this declaration she extended her
jurisdiction over a 500,000 km2 of sea area as a coastal state. Article 56 of the draft of
the 3rd United Nations Law of the Sea Convention attributes to the Coastal States certain
rights ".... for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the
natural resources, whether living or non-living .... "1 in a sea area extending no more than
200 nautical miles from the baselines used to measure the territorial sea. The acquisition
of this vast sea area enables Sri Lanka to provide the most needed animal protein
requirement of her population by harnessing the fishery resources available in the EEZ.
This paper reviews the impact of the declaration of Exclusive Economic Zone
on the offshore and deep sea fish production in Sri Lanka from 1977 to 199Q2 especially
in relation to expectations and capabilities of harnessing the offshore and deep sea
resources. The review also include a discussion of the impacts of permitting foreign
fishing to harness these resources and some proposals to be considered for future
development of the offshore and deep sea fishery in Sri Lanka.
BackeTound: Sri Lanka is an island situated in the Indian Ocean to the south of India
between latitudes 5° 55' and 9° 51' North and longitudes 79° 41' and 81° 54' East
between the Tropic of Cancer and the Equator. It has a land area of 64,000 km2 (about
1
25,000 square miles) and 1,588 km (about 1,000 miles) long coast line, extensive lagoons
and estuaries, mangroves, coastal marshes and dunes.
Sri Lanka is predominantly an agricultural country with export earnings mainly
from tea, rubber and coconuts. The contribution of agriculture to the Gross National
Product in 1990 was estimated at 23.7 percent. The 1990 midyear population was
estimated at 17 million and the per capita GNP was Rs. 16,745 (USD 418).3
Marine fishing takes place all around the coast but primarily within the
Continental Shelf which has a width of rarely exceeding 40 km and averaging 25 km.
The Continental Shelf covers 30,000 square kilometers or nearly half the land area of Sri
Lanka. To the north and northeast the shelf widens to an extensive shallow banks where
it forms the floor of the Gulf of Mannar including the Wadge Bank, Pa1k Bay and Pedro
Bank before merging with the Continental Shelf of India. Since the declaration of
Exclusive Economic Zone in 19774 ; Sri Lanka has sovereign rights over 500,000 km2 of
sea area around it under the new ocean regime (Figure 1). Fishing is the main coastal
economic activity in the Eastern and northeastern coast from April to August (southwest
monsoon) and in the western coast from December to March (northeast monsoon).
Traditional fishing grounds extend up to about 40 km from the coast and offshore vessels
operate up to 160 km or more from the coast.
The marine sector includes coastal, offshore and deep sea sub-sectors based on
around 500-530 fish landing centres scattered along the coastal belt. Fishing is carried
2
out by about 100,000 active fishermen of whom more than 50% are members of recently
organized village level fishery co-operative societies.
The fresh water fisheries potential of Sri Lanka consists of nearly 162,500 ha
covering large, medium and small perennial tanks (including the new reservoirs within
the Mahaweli Irrigation System) and around 100,000 ha of seasonal tanks. The brackish
water potential covers 120,000 ha of lagoons, estuaries and mangroves.
The total value added by domestic fish production to the GDP in 1990 was Rs
2252 million (USD 56 miHion) or 1. 8 percent. Export earnings of fish and aquatic
products drew an average of Rupees 6i6 million (USD 15 million) in foreign exchange
during the period 1980-1987, or 2.8 percent of Sri Lanka's total non-traditional export
earnings. Total export earnings from the fisheries products in 1988 were Rupees 825
million (USD 21 million). 5
Total marine fish production in 1990 was 145,798 mt. (134,132 mt from coastal
sub-sector and 11,666 mt from offshore and deep sea sub-sector) and it supplied about
65 percent of the animal protein and 13 percent of the total protein consumed by Sri
Lankans. 6
The fishing fleet comprises a variety of boats all adjusted to local conditions and
made out of wood and fibre-glass. The craft can be classified as indigenous and those
that were introduced. Most of the indigenous craft are mainly used for coastal gill
3
netting for small pelagics and pole and line for skipjack tuna. There are a good number
of beach seines (shore seines) which operate even today around the island. Introduced
craft consist of 17-23 ft outboard motor powered FRP boats and inboard motor powered
28-32 ft dass boats. The total vessel strength in 1991 was 27,152. 7
4
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II. Fisheries Sector Prior to Declaration of the EEZ in 1977
Though the history of Sri Lankan fisheries industry runs into ancient times as a
result of its being a coastal state, a significant development in fisheries can be seen only
after it gained independence in 1948. Between 1950-1977 development of the fisheries
industry, especially the coastal fisheries sector in Sri Lanka has been influenced by
various factors such as motorization of craft, introduction of synthetic fishing gear and
export demand for some of the local fish species.
Before the motorization was introduced to the fishing industry for the efficient
exploitation of resources in late 1950' s, most of the inshore fishing activities were
directed at exploiting pelagic species with traditional gear and craft such as beach seines
(shore seines), log rafts (Teppam & Kattumaram) dugout canoes (vallam), and outrigger
canoes (oru).8 These craft mainly used drift ginnets and trolling lines for pelagic species
and in certain areas use of set nets and bottom longlines for demersal fish such as skates
and sharks was not uncommon. The larger oru (outrigger canoes) carried out pole and
line fishing for skipjack during certain seasons and for juvenile yellowfin tuna in the
deeper waters. In spite of development efforts during the last few decades, the
indigenous craft stay predominantly within a zone not more than 5 miles away from the
shore with the exception of the pole and line fishermen who go as far as 20 miles from
the shore. 9
6
The motorization program and the subsequent development of fiberglass boats,
introduced a good number of 28-32 ft class inboard motor powered boats and 17-23 ft
class outboard motor powered FRP boats to the industry in addition to the mechanization
of a fair number of traditional craft. This contributed a significant increase in the total
number of craft resulting an increase in fish production, especially the large pelagic
species. From late 1950's to 1977, a total of about 7,000 motorized boats of 17-23 ft
class and 28-32 ft class were added to the fishing fleet. 10
Before the declaration of EEZ in 1977, an industrial trawl fishery on the 'Wadge
Bank' and 'Pedro Bank' areas and oceanic tuna longlining were also carried on for a
limited period. The trawUng activity was stopped after losing access to the 'Wadge
Bank' and to a major part of the 'Pedro Bank' after the Indo-Sri Lanka Maritime Pact
of 1975, and longlining was stopped mainly due to poor management of these vessels by
the Ceylon Fisheries Corporation. II Table 1 illustrates the position regarding the fish
production, exports, imports and per capita consumption of fish during the immediate
5 years before the declaration of EEZ.
It would be observed that the per capita consumption has declined from 24.6 Ibs
111 1973 to 22.9 lbs in 1977. This decrease in per capita consumption was due to the
decrease in total supply rather than the decrease in local production. In contrast there
has been an increase in local production from 100,702 tons in 1973 to 138,766 tons in
1977. The decline in per capita consumption was totaHy due to reduction in imports
from 46,000 tons in 1973 to 31,000 tons 1977.
7
With the introduction of new craft marine fish production has been increased from
93,697 tons in 1973 to 125,698 tons in 1977. But the contribution from the offshore
fishery was 312 tons in 1977, out of the ,total marine production of 125,698 tons. This
amounted to only 0.22 percent of the total production. Though the contribution from
offshore tishery during 1972 - 1976 was higher than the 1977 figure it never increased
beyond 2.51 percent. Therefore it can be concluded that the impact on the total fish
production from the offshore fishery was negligible prior to the declaration of the
Exclusive Economic Zone in 1977.
TABLE 1
TOTAL FISH PRODUCTION 1973-1977
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
I. Total fish production
coastal 91,312 100,805 114,863 122,783 125,396
offshor~ 2,385 2,230 970 548 312
inland 7,005 7,660 13,307 12,540 B,068
Total 100,702 110,695 129,140 135,871 138,766
2. Exports (000) 1.3 1.8 1.4 2.7 3.1
3. Imports (000) 46 37 32 16 19
4. Mid Year Population 13.1 13.3 13.5 13.7 13.9
(in millions)
5 Annual Per Capita 24.6 24.2 26.1 23.9 22.9
Consulllption (los)
Source: Master plan for the development of fisheries in Sri Lanka 1979 - 1983 - Ministry of Fisheries,
Sri Lanka.
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III. Government Proerams Towards the Harnessine
of Fishel'X Resources in the EEZ
In contrast to the coastal fishery which has been practiced for centuries along the
entire coast of Sri Lanka, attention for the fishing beyond territorial waters was focused
only since early 1970's. In the early stages expansion of this fishery was rather slow
except for the few trawlers owned by the public sector which were abandoned in a few
years later mainly due to management inefficiencies.
Instead of direct public sector involvement in production, private sector was
encouraged by the government, to venture into the offshore and deep sea fishery,
introducing more liberal producer subsidy schemes for motorized craft owned by the
private sector. These assistance programs were further widened after the declaration of
the 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone in 1977, under the Maritime Zone Law no.22
of 1976 which empowered the country to enjoy sovereign rights over living and non-
living resources in 500,000 km2 of extended sea area in the Indian Ocean. Both fishery
authorities and the private sector entrepreneurs were encouraged by this opportunity
offered to benefit from the fishery resources falling within a vast sea tenure which was
considered as 'high seas' before the declaration.
Government assistance programs extended to the private sector to make use of the
techno~ogy development experienced both in the fields of fishing craft and gear showed
only a limited success. A few enterprising fishermen made use of the opportunity of
9
exploiting more valuable fishery resources in the offshore and deep sea regions instead
of competing and conflicting with artisanal fishermen for the lesser valued inshore
resources. Lack of capital and skills were the main reasons for this set back. 12 When
comparing the increase in number of operating craft during the 1977-1987, a slow
progress of introduction of new offshore fishing craft (inboard) can be seen (Figure 2).13
A major portion of the new addition was meant for the coastal fisheries sub-sector. To
overcome this situation, major emphasis has been given to the exploitation of offshore
and deep sea fishing resources in the three consecutive Fisheries Development Plans
formulated by the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources.
Under the first five years Fisheries Development Plan (1979-83) it was stated that
"in the offshore and in particular the deep sea sector resource exploitation on the basis
of forejgn collaboration will be encouraged. "14 The recognition of the inadequacy of the
local investments and the skills to harness these resources, laid the foundation for the
new policy of opening the EEZ for foreign investment and for foreign fishing boats. As
discussed in Chapter VI, this policy had its own reservations about permitting foreign
vessels to fish in Sri Lankan waters due to difficulties in enforcement and monitoring
activities. Introduction of 40 vessels of 34 ft category under the "Abu Dhabi
Development Fund" was one of major breakthrough to harness the offshore fishery
resources during this planned period by local participation.
While increasing the fish production to meet the nutritional requirements of the
increasing population, emphasis was given to increase foreign exchange earnings from
10
export of high valued fish during the second 5 year planned period of fisheries
development (1985-1989) which targeted the tuna like resources available in the offshore
and deep sea waters of Sri Lanka.
The current five year plan (1990-1994) for fisheries development has been
formulated with the same objectives with the following expectations.
I. Increase fish production to meet the demand of the local population.
II. Provide additional employment opportunities to local population.
111. Ensure optimum utilization of existing fisheries infra-structure.
iv. Earn much needed foreign exchange for the country through exporting high
valued species like tuna and permitting foreign vessels to fish in Sri Lanka
EEZ.
Though the plan has set some ambitious objectives, some of them cannot go hand
in hand due to conflicting nature of the objectives. I) For instance one of the major
objectives of the fisheries development is to supply the required animal protein for the
domestic consumers, as fish is the cheapest source of animal protein in Sri Lanka. At
the same time there is an urgent need to increase foreign exchange earnings through
exporting fish. The export of fish tends to increase the domestic fish prices resulting
overexploitation and short supply of fish in the local market.
11
Since a firm foundation has been laid down for the harnessing of offshore fish
resources with the Abu Dhabi funded fisheries project as mentioned before, the
confidence16 built on the consolidation of the Abu Dhabi effort by the subsequent multi
day boats in harvesting the offshore resources is justifiable. It is proposed to promote
the capability shown by the local fishing enterprises and individuals to harness resources
in the area up to about 100 miles from the shore during the planned period, encouraging
more facilities such as insulated ice holds, better crew accommodation onboard with
improved regulations to carry a minimum range of safety equipment in each boat to
ensure the safety of fishermen at sea.
A production of 50,000 mt has been targeted for the year 1994 from the offshore
and deep sea areas. Promotion of fishing companies or cooperatives operating a fleet of
vessels and allowing joint ventures to attract new technologies and investments are among
the various strategies laid down by the plan to achieve this target. 17 Out of the 50,000
mt, contribution expected from the deep sea area is 18,000 mt. This entire production
depends on the foreign collaboration, since the local fleet is incapable of exploiting this
resource. If the private sector gets enough foreign partners to venture into deep sea, one
can be optimistic about the results. As discussed in Chapter IV, this target cannot be
achieved unless the difficulty in estimating the resource potential and other shortcomings
are overcome. In addition to the increase in production, considering the infra-structure
facilities available locally, the feasibility of promoting collaborative fishing with other
Distant Water Fishing Nations and processing of the landings locally for purposes of
12
export are envisaged in the future, under the Export Development Plan (Fisheries Sector)
1992-1996.
13
Figure 2
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IV Resources and Potential
Marine fishery resources in Sri Lankan waters can be discussed under two broad
areas namely, the inshore resources and the offshore and deep sea resources. This
classification principally comes from the necessity for administrative or management
purposes. Biologically, the basic division concerned is the geographic distribution of fish
resources.
In inshore fisheries emphasis is given to the resources such as small and medium
pelagic species consisting of sardines, scad, jack mackerel, anchovies, spanish mackerel
and tuna species including skipjack as well as some demersal varieties such as snapper,
grouper, emperor fish, seabream, barracuda, demersal sharks and rays. Lobster and
shrimp are also the target species. According to surveys carried out by research vessel
Dr. Fridtjot Nansen (1978-1980) it was estimated that the annual sustainable yield from
the coastal waters is about 250,000 t and the potential yield of demersal fish from the
Continental Shelf area is about 75,000 t/annum. 18
Since the main concern of this paper is to discuss the offshore and deep sea
fisheries development subsequent to the declaration of EEZ in 1977, emphasis has to be
given to the offshore and deep sea resource availability and its potential.
The principal fish resources within the offshore and deep sea area of Sri Lanka are
the pelagic fish resources represented mainly by tuna, biLlfish, pelagic shark and oceanic
species of flying fish. Tuna are distributed throughout the Indian Ocean and some of
15
other migratory species too belongs to the 'shared stock' among countries of the region.
The highest concentration of the larger species of tuna (yellowfin, bigeye and albacore)
as weD as bi1lfish occur in the offshore area. Deep water finfish, shrimps and lobsters
constitute the principal demersal resources. 19
Reliable estimates of potential maximum sustainable yield (MSY) from
offshore/deep sea area of Sri Lanka are not available. Some estimates based on
information from commercial fishermen, exploratory fishing and ad hoc surveys, etc. are
however available. Sivasubramaniam (1978) estimated the annual potential yield from
these areas to be around 29,000 tons. 20 National Aquatic Resources Agency of Sri Lanka
(NARA) is the only institution entrusted with resource assessments and surveys in Sri
Lankan waters. Unfortunately this institution does not have access to the services of
specialized vessels or fully trained staff to carry out fish resource assessment surveys and
exploratory fishing operations. The only significant survey carried out was by research
vessel Dr. Fridtjot Nansen, as long ago in 1978-80. However, even that survey was
mainly concentrated on the inshore resources. The annual potential yield from offshore
resources has been estimated by NARA based on the present estimated catch from all
offshore vessels to be of around 40,000 mt. A recent estimate (1987) based on the result
of exploratory surveys indicate a potential annual yield between 70,000-90,000 mt of
migratory pelagic fish from the offshore/deep sea area within the EEZ of Sri Lanka.21
FAO/ADB Fisheries Sector report prepared for Sri Lanka (1990) indicates that
the yellowfin stocks in the eastern Indian Ocean can easily support the current level of
16
exploitation without damage to the resource, and a further increase in effort should be
made with some monitoring. Skipjack tuna stocks, one of the most important species in
Sri Lankan fishery are not yet under any undue pressure, as evident from the
continuously increasing CPUE over the last decade and the healthy state of the species
presently caught. 22 Overall, there is room for more effort to exploit yellowfin and
skipjack tunas in the Sri Lankan offshore/deep sea waters. Deep longline fishing for
deep swimming tuna has shown good results in other parts of the Indian Ocean which has
a higher catch efficiency, yet to be explored by Sri Lankan fishermen.
Though there is some data available to indicate that there is a good potential to
exploit the offshore/deep sea resources in Sri Lankan waters, a complete scientific stock
assessment has not been done so far. There is no evidence to show that any survey has
been carried out especially directed to assess the biomass of deep sea demersal and
mesopelagic resources. 23 However, all development plans fOF the fisheries development
are based on the data available at present and which suggest that there remains a scope
for exploitation without damage to the resources and a further increase in effort can be
justified.
Ever since the EEZ was proclaimed, the Sri Lankan authorities have been
planni1ng to undertake a complete resource survey to obtain the information on biomass
of selected species, migratory patterns, seasonal variations and possible exploitation
levels of the resources in the newly acquired stretches of waters. Due to financial and
technical constraints this could not be materialized up to now. Under the proposed Sri
17
Lankan fisheries sector development project to be funded by Asian Development Bank
in 1993, it is planned to construct five fully equipped 45 ft deep sea fishing vessels
which will be operated as a pilot activity to ascertain the resource potential in the far
offshore and deep sea areas. Further the government has sought the assistance of United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) to undertake similar kind of resource survey
project under UNDP 5th Country Program.
It may be observed that some specific efforts has been made since 1970 to
encourage deep sea fishery either through local entrepreneurs and companies or/and
through joint ventures with foreign collaboration. Lavish incentives and various tax
holidays on investments have been offered. But the response received from the private
sector investors and foreign fishing companies have been very poor. Uncertainty about
the resource picture in the EEZ of Sri Lanka is one of the major reasons for the
reluctance of the private investors in investing the offshore/deep sea fishing in Sri Lanka
because the estimation of the economic viability of the ventures can not be adjudged
before hand.
18
V. Capability of Local Fishing Fleet in
Hamessing the EEZ ResoUl'ces
Since independence in 1948, in particularly during the last three decades,
introduction of new motorized vessels to exploit the resources have been the most
important change in the fishing industry of Sri Lanka. This was supplimented by
motorization of traditional fishing craft and the use of more efficient synthetic fishing
gear. Introduction of new E 26 type 28 feet boats under government subsidy schemes
and adding some new boats through the following three foreign funded fisheries projects
in late 1970's diversified the craft composition.
1. Introduction of 200 boats of 28 ft class under the Southwest Coast Fisheries
Development project funded by Asian Development Bank. Though 30 boats
of 38 ft class were issued under the same project, results were not satisfactory
mainly due to design failures.
2. Although the second Asian Development Bank Fisheries project was planned
to supply credit for 200 boats of 28 ft class and to replace 400 obsolete 28 n
class boats through commercial lendings, the number of issues was limited to
less than SO boats due to unpopular design and the procedural difficutties,24
3. The Northwest Coast Fisheries project financed by the Abu Dhabi
Development Fund, provided 70 multiday boats of 34 ft class and 2 trawlers
of 65 ft class. These 70 boats were the first successful multiday boats
introduced to Sri Lankan waters to harness the offshore resources.
19
As a result of these new introductions, various types of locally designed and
constructed multiday fishing boats were added to the fleet and the capability of the local
fleet was strengthened.
Though this development was there, the number added to the offshore fleet was
very negligible to create an impact on the overall fish production in Sri Lanka. The
fishing craft composition of 1989 shows (Table 2) that out of 27,152 craft population
only 7 percent was capable of harnessing the resources beyond the conventional fishing
areas which were acquired with the declaration of EEZ.
TABLE 2
Fishing Craft Composition - 1989
Numbers
Type of Craft
1. Traditional non mechanized
(log craft, dugout canoes
outrigger canoes)
2. Traditional motorized craft
(log craft, dugout canoes and
outrigger canoes fitted with
outboard motors)
3. FRP boats (17'-23') with out-
board motors
4. 3.5 ton boats (28'-32') tilted
with inboard engines
5. Boats over 3.5 tons (over 32
ft fitted with inboard motors)
Coastal Waters
12,946
3,491
7,896
1,499 (6%)
Offshore/Deep Sea
1,790
184
Percent
48
13
26
7
Source: Statistical Report - MOFAR. Sri Lanka 1989
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The traditional craft coming under items 1 and 2 of the table mainly operates from
western, northwestern and eastern coasts of Sri Lanka, mostly for coastal and lagoon
fishery, with usual distance of 5-20 miles from the shore. Drift giUnetting for small
pelagics, set gillnets for demersals and lobsters, lift nets for live baits, pole and line
fishing for tunas and handlining for demersals are the main fishing methods of this
artisanal fishery. 25 Boats of 17-23 ft (item 3 of the table) which are undecked open
boats of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP), powered by kerosene/petrol 8-18 HP
outboard motors are mainly concentrated in northwestern, western and northeastern
wastes of Sri Lanka. These boats are primarily engaged in drift gillnetting for pelagics,
set giBnets and hand lining for demersals within the Continental Shelf area.
Boats of 28-32 ft class coming under the 4th category of the Table 2, built by
both plank and FRP are fitted with 30 to 40 HP diesel engines. Most common methods
of fishing are driftnetting, longlining, handlining and light purse seining mainly for
pelagics including skipjack and tuna. Though the majority of these boats operate within
the Shelf area, some vessels have been converted to muitiday type boats and engage in
catching tuna and tuna like species26 in the offshore area.
Boats coming under category five of the Table 2 are directly engaged in offshore
fishery. As mentioned earlier of this chapter the trend of offshore fishery started with
the introduction of 70 inboard motor powered (45-56 HP) muitiday boats under the
assistance of Abu Dhabi Development Fund. Subsequently more new multiday boats and
modified muitiday boats were introduced by the private sector to the offshore/deep sea
21
fishery. Fishing trips by the multiday boats last on average from 4 to 6 days. Mainly
drift netting and longlining are used to exploit the resources.
As can be seen from the craft composition given in Table 2, about 93 percent of
the total craft population is meant for the exploitation of resources within the coastal
waters. Even the craft designed for offshore fishery do their fishing operations within
100 miles from the coast. 27 They utilize only a limited area in the Eastern part of the
Indian Ocean. All these vessels exploit migratory species like tuna.
Introduction of offshore boats to the Sri Lankan fishery may be observed as a
continuation of a trend started from early 1960's with the motorization of craft. Vessels
added by the foreign funded projects accelerated this trend. As stated in Chapter 3 in
early 1970's only a small number of trawlers were engaged in Oceanic tuna longlining
and industrial trawl fishing on the "Wadge Bank" and "Pedro Bank" area of the Indian
Ocean for a limited period. But the totai impact created by these vessels on the
exploitation of the offshore resources was marginal. The extension of the exploitation
capability beyond the Continental Shelf area has been limited not because of the fact that
the jurisdiction over the sea area was limited before 1977, but due to the constraints in
capital and skilled manpower to introduce some more boats.
The incapability of harnessing the offshore and deep sea resources by the existing
local fleet can be explained by analyzing the annual contribution by this fleet to the total
fish production shown in Table 3.
22
In 1977, the year at which the EEZ was declared, the total marine fish production
(coastal and offshore) was 125,698 mt. In 1990, thirteen years after the declaration
TABLE 3
ANNUAL FISH PRODUCTION BY SECTORS
Date Coastal Offspore/Deep Sea Inland Total
1977 128,386 312 13,068 138,766
1978 136,900 2,949 16,738 156,587
1979 148,851 2,099 17,425 168,375
1980 165,264 2,148 20,266 187,678
1981 175,075 2,178 29,590 206,843
1982 182,532 1,078 33,323 216,933
1983 184,049 689 36,068 220,806
1984 136,642 823 31,882 169,347
1985 140,266 2,400 32,743 175,409
1986 144,266 3,400 35,390 183,056
1987 149,278 4,259 36,465 190,002
1988 155,099 4,425 38,012 197,536
1989 157,411 8,155 39,720 205,286
1990 134,132 11,666 na 145,798"
Source: Statistical Report Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources in Sri Lanka - 1989. Annual
Report. Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 1990. *This excludes fish production of the inland tishery
subsector.
of EEZ, total marine fish production increased up to 145,798 mt, i.e. 20 percent increase
from 1977 production. But 92 percent of 1990 production came from coastal waters
which is mainly limited to the Continental Shelf area, where the limited potential for
further development of fishing has been recognized for quite sometime.28 When
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analyzing the annual contribution of the offshore fishery to the total fish production for
the period of 5 years from 1986-1990 (Table 4), one can see that the annual share was
less than 10 percent. In 1990, out of the total marine fish production of 145,798 mt only
11,666 mt (8 %) came as offshore/deep sea production.
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF TOTAL MARINE FISH PRODUCTION
WITH OFFSHORE DEEP SEA PRODUCTION
(2) (3) (4)
Total Marine Off Shore\Deep Sea (3) as a Percentage
Year Fish Production Production of (2)
1986 147,666 3,400 2.3
1987 153,537 4,259 2.7
1988 159,524 4,425 2.7
1989 165,566 8,155 4.9
1990 145,798 11,666 8.0
Source: Fisheries Development Plans 1990 - 1994. MOFARISri Lanka, 1990. Annual Report, Central
Bank of Sri Lanka, 1990.
Since the potential catch from the EEZ (according to the available data) is very
much higher than the present harvest by local fleet, more offshore/deep sea boats can be
introduced to the industry to harvest these resources. Here again, due to the financial
and skilled manpower (shortage of skilled manpower is only for deep sea fishery)
constraints, the government of Sri Lanka had to seek the help of the international lending
institutions, due to the reluctancy of the private and foreign fishing companies to respond
favorably. One of the major reasons for this reluctancy may be due to uncertainty of the
economic viability of this fishery.
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Under the proposed FAO/ADB fisheries project to be implemented during the period
1993-1997, another 250 vessels (34-35 ft class) and 5 vessels of 45 ft class may be added
to the local tleet through commercial lendings. Though the loans will be available
through the state lending institutions, fishermen may find it difficult to forward the
suitable cotlaterals and equity contributions as pre-requisite to the loans.
Subsidy schemes available for the fisheries industry is very limited.29 A diminishing
trend can be observed during the past few years in the allocation of subsidy funds to the
fisheries from the government treasury. Allocation declined to a level of Rs 14 million
(USD 0.4 million) in 1989 from some 29 million (USD 0.7 million) in 1988. Rational
behind that is to create a self-reliant industry. A research done in 1989 (Muthukuda)30
on the issue of boats under subsidy, reveals that to promote fish production, a
concessionary credit scheme is a better choice than a subsidy scheme. When compared
with the agriculture sector in Sri Lanka by which the majority of the population earn
their livings, the political will of the government to help the agriculture sector more than
the fisheries is unavoidable, since the fishing population is only around 500,000 out of
17 million total population. On the other hand government cannot afford more subsidies
due to the financial constraints that already exist in the country. Therefore, the
fishermen have to find their own way to provide the required collaterals and equity
contributions. The newly setup village level fishery cooperative societies may act as
good underwriters for the fishermen to obtain these new boats under commercial lending
schemes.
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At the discussion stage of the proposed project, ADB was requested to increase the
number of boats to be issued up to 500 units. But this request was turned down due to
the slower progress in past credit disbursement for fishing vessels under the first and
second Asian Development Bank Fisheries Projects. 31 On the other hand, ADB proposes
to supply loans to replace/repair the existing 7,500 boats of 17-23 ft class and 1,900
boats of 28 ft class. Even for these loans the equity contribution and the collaterals pose
a problem.
Capability of the local tleet to harness the resources in the EEZ is very much
doubtful since a substantial increase of the strength of the tleet cannot be accomplished
in the near future. Even a fair number of existing boats too, have passed their
guaranteed lifespan. Generally the operational period of a 28-32 ft class boat is about
8 years in Sri Lanka. But most of the operating boats are much older than 8 years. If
all the three components i.e. hull, engine and gear are at replaceable condition, provision
of loans to replace either one or two components may not help to increase the efficiency
of the boats. Though it is planned to issue 250 multiday boats under the proposed ADB
sector loan, financial ability of the fisherman to obtain these loans (by way of providing
equity contribution and collaterals) is doubtful. Issuance of these 250 boats under the
present conditions may pose a question to the authorities.
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VI. Permittine Foreien Fishine to Harness Resources in the EEZ
In developing the offshore fishery, promotion of joint ventures, to attract investments
and new technologies is a key strategy of the fisheries policy. It is with the following
objectives that the joint ventures with foreign collaboration are encouraged to engage in
fishing activities in the offshore area. 32
1. Harness the commercially valuable migratory resources particularly tuna,
shark and billfish found in the outskirts of the EEZ.
2. Upgrading the technical and operational skills of the local fishermen, crew and
managers.
3. Gathering resource data and information in regard to the availability of
resources, the locations, seasons, species and other ongoing fishing activities
if any in the EEZ.
Since it was necessitated to create a legal regime towards the regulation of foreign
participation in the fishing industry and to achieve the above objectives, a new piece of
legislation, "the Fisheries (Regulation of Foreign Fishing Boats) Act" was enacted in
1979. By this Act and the subsequent regulations passed by the Parliament of Sri Lanka
in 1981 to establish and maintain an effective system of surveillance over fishing and
related activities by the foreign fishing boats in Sri Lankan waters33 , government has
taken an attempt to exploit the fishing resources in the EEZ, through foreign fishing
vessels where the local fleet is incapable of harvesting.
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A permit procedure was laid down by these regulations to allow joint ventures (with
collaboration with foreign partners) to fish beyond 24 miles from the baseline and in the
case of foreign companies with local representatives beyond 35 miles from the baseline.34
Conditions laid down for the issue of permits are based on the capability of using
underutilized resources in deep waters, technology and type of fishing to be used,
utilization of local shore support facilities, local employment potentials and the foreign
exchange earning capacity. In addition to this legal framework, a package of incentives
including tax holidays for dividends from investment, exemption from income tax on
profit and on income from export of fish, was introduced in 1982.35
Permitting foreign fishing vessels to fish on iicense forces difficulties of ensuring
the effective control over the vessels especially for a developing country like Sri Lanka.
To overcome these difficulties and to ensure the improved surveillance and enforcement
mechanism, following measures have been planned to be implemented. 36
a. Recruitment and training of competent onboard observers.
b. Monitoring foreign fishing by radio.
c. Increasing the surveillance and enforcement force available to the Sri Lankan
Navy for fishing protection purposes.
d. The inclusion of substantial lump sum good conduct bonds in the licensing
agreements.
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in Sri Lankan EEZ may be attributed to the following general conditions prevailed in the
reglOn.
1. A large amount of catch in the Indian Ocean is taken on the high seas, where
the freedom of fishing continues to exist.40
2. The effort within the region (by DWFNS) may have declined due to the
prevailing unfavorable tuna market situation, falling catch rates, rising costs of
operations and the new law of the sea.41
Though the regulations prohibit the fishing in Sri Lankan waters by foreign vessels
without a valid permit, the enforcement of these regulations is not so effective. The
strategies proposed by the authorities to enforce the policing work have not been
implemented successfully due to want of necessary staff and equipment. Two permits
issued (Table 5) under the Act were cancelled not on the detection by enforcement
officers, but on the reporting by fishermen about the violations. In addition to these
violations, several incidences of poaching have been reported to the authorities by local
fishermen. To police the activities of the permitted foreign fishing vessels and to prevent
poaching by foreign vessels (suspected as Taiwanese and Koreans) a proper aerial and
surface surveillance scheme is necessary to detect the violations and prosecute the
violators. The effective system of monitoring the activities of foreign vessels to protect
their fishery resources and to enforce their sovereign rights by the small island countries
of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA)42 may be a good guidance for the
countries in the Bay of Bengal Region.
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS OF FOREIGN VESSELS UNDER THE
FISHERIES (FOREIGN FISHING) ACT
Period of No. of Permit
Collaborator Permit Vessels Charges Fishing
(USD) Method Remarks
Thailand 10.82 trawling operation
to 5,844 driftnet unsuccessful
10.83 2 trap fishing
The 07.83 purse seine experimental
Philippines to fishing
01.84 2 7,440 unsuccessful
Thailand 03.86 2 37,720 trawling operation
to unsuccessful
04.88
Singapore 04.86 4,560 longline successful
to operation
8.86
Korea 09.86 2 10,507 longline successful
to operation
03.87
Australia N.A. NA longline terminated due
beam trawling to illegal
activities
Thailand 12.86 4 4,461 purse-seine terminated for
to fishing within 10
02.87 miles and dispute
with local fish-
ermen
Source: Joseph Leslie, 1990. A Desk Study on Offshore/Deep Sea Fish Resources.
From the static economic point of VIew, implementing a costly surveillance
scheme by Sri Lanka alone to control poaching, marginal cost (Me) may exceed the
marginal benefit (MB) from the surveillance. 43 Since it has been reported that poaching
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is a major problem for the Maldives too, a regional effort may be a solution to this
problem.
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VII. Proposals for the Future Exploitation of the Fishery
Resources in the EEZ
A Resource Survey:
As stated in Chapter 04 a complete fishery resource survey may be undertaken to
improve the data bases of the resource availability and its composition. This may help
the foreign investors to assess the economic viability of the ventures which they are going
to float and for the fisheries authorities to decide the total allowable catch limits (TAC)
to encourage foreign fishing by indirect participation. Since there are no plans of direct
involvement by the government, exploitation of resources through indirect methods such
as allocation of fishing rights by quotas and by auctioning the fishing rights will be
beneficial to the country economically. Further, the knowledge about the magnitude of
the resources and the level of exproitation may help to adopt a rational management
strategy, which is not developed yet in Sri Lanka to conserve offshore/deep sea
resources. Exploratory fishing activities as suggested by the Asian Development Bank
and the continuous monitoring activities of the existing offshore boats44 will be
advantageous until a complete survey is undertaken.
EEZ resources beyond 100 miles from the coast has to be exploited through
foreign participation since the existing fleet is not venturing into these areas. As
Sivasubramaniam4s suggested, longtining may be the primary gear for exploiting these
resources. The demersal species, which are not exploited up to now in this sea area can
be utilized using hook and lines.
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Introduction of More Boats:
The contribution from the offshore to the total production of fish and to the
employment is relatively insignificant. The current five year fisheries development plan
(1990-1994) envisages an increase of 50,000 mt of fish production in 1994 to increase
per capita consumption to 18.0 kg from the present level of 17.52 kg. To achieve this
target at least another 500 multiday boats have to be introduced during the planned period
for the use of local fishermen. The local fishermen enterprises have amply proved in the
past that they are capable of harnessing resources up to 100 miles from the coast if they
were provided with necessary funds. Assistance from the donor agencies and
international lending institutions may be sought in respect of financial and technical
support to increase the number of boats. This may generate a few direct and indirect
employment opportunities too, to some of the unemployed youths in the country.
Offshore fishing boats and crews have to be made safer to avoid loss of life and
other disasters at sea. Most of the existing offshore boats do not carry enough safety
equipment. 46 Provision of SSB radio transmitter and receiver sets, electronic equipment
comprised of magnetic compasses, satellite navigators and fire fighting and life saving
equipment for the new boats and carrying of minimum required safety equipment on
board the vessels may be made compulsory to minimize the risk at sea. These
requirements can be incorporated in the conditions for licensing of vessels. Periodical
testing of craft for seaworthiness, compulsory insurance of craft and crew and the
insistence of certificate of competence for the captains of offshore vessels may become
necessary.
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Infra-structure and shore support facilhies have to be strengthened. Some of the
existing infra-structure facilities are at a neglected state due to financial and management
deficiencies. 47 While seeking financial assistance to improve the facilities, management
capabilities in the provision of facilities such as berthing, ice and cold rooms, marketing
and the maintenance of harbors should be given priority.
Strenethenine of ViJlaee Level Fishery Cooperatives
As discussed in Chapter V, funding of collaterals and equity contributions to
obtain the credit facilities through commercial banks to buy offshore boats may pose a
severe problem to the fishermen. Newly formed village level cooperative societies will
be a good solution to this problem, if managed properly. To obtain credit facilities
society can be an underwriter to its members since the commercial banks have agreed
to this position to some extent. 48 These societies have to be strengthened as financially
viable organizations by providing management training to the staff and regular
monitoring of activities by competent officials.
Further, these societies can be made use of for the training of skippers and the
crew members of the new offshore boats on technology and safety aspects of the offshore
fishing.
New Leeislations:
As per the existing Fisheries (Regulation of Foreign Fishing Boats) Act, the
distance imposed for joint ventures with foreign colIaborations is 24 and 35 miles from
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the baseline. Since the local fishermen are capable of harvesting resources up to 100
miles from the coast, these regulations have to be amended. Though at present the
issuance of permits are done for the sea area beyond 100 miles from the coast in
practice, this has to be legalized.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Though the marine fish production increased from 125,698 mt in 1977 to 145,798
in 1990, i.e. after 13 years of the declaration of the Exclusive Economic Zone in 1977,
the increased production cannot be attributed solely to the acquisition of extended sea
areas. One cannot see any significant change in the prior pattern of marine fish catch.
A major increase is seen in the marine coastal fish production, rather than in the
offshore/deep sea production. This shows that the sovereign right of exploitation,
management and conservation of fish resources in the new ocean regime is still to be
achieved by Sri Lanka.
The number of operating craft has been increased from 19,883 in 1977 to 27,152
In 1987. A major portion of the new addition of 7,269 craft were meant for the coastal
fisheries sub-sector. Even the boats carrying out fishing operations in offshore/deep sea
area, the distance was limited to a maximum of 100 miles from the coast. The proposed
new boats under the Asian Development Bank fisheries project too are meant for this 100
mile distance. It can be seen that the capability of the local fleet to exploit the fishery
resources in the entire 200 mile economic zone is yet to be developed.
Non availability of reliable resource data, poor response from joint venture
collaborations and the inadequate enforcement and monitoring system of foreign fishing
activities hampered the further exploitation of the resources through permitted foreign
fishing vessels. Capital and skilled manpower constraints slowed down the capability of
exploiting these resources by the local fleet. Up to now no sizable impact on Sri Lanka's
37
fish production has been made by the acquisition of a large sea area through the
declaration of Exclusive Economic Zone in 1977. Without an adequate resource
inventory, this promise of increased development from the EEZ may never be fulfilled.
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